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Ollie
“ There’s no need to hide it, an Ollie is perhaps
the quintessential stool for any environment
where you want a casual seat, a little hidden
storage, or maybe just a fun way to scoot
about the office. ”

Ollie! Ollie! Oxen Free!

versatile | You don’t have to choose between
seating or storage, with an Ollie you can have both.

PraCtiCal | What could be more practical than a
stool with storage? A stool with options!

A durable lid (with a set of heavy-duty hinges) easily
opens for access to a generous storage area, yet
remains stable for years of sitting.

Choose an Ollie with casters and enjoy the gift of
mobility, but if you’re worried that someone might just
roll away with them, then specify glides to help keep
your Ollies close at hand.

Keep an Ollie in the corner for a quick seat, or place
front and center as a seating alternative that is as much
fun as it is function!

And if you’re a little worried about what may end up
in your Ollie, a fixed lid is an alternative.

available | At Versteel we want you to specify our
products in the materials ‘you’ desire, and it’s easy to
mix and match on your Ollie with lids and bases that
are separate.
Did we mention that a file rod option is available for
easily storing letter size documents? Well, it is.
To order an Ollie, simply select from round or square,
casters or glides, fixed or open lid, fun or ‘more’ fun!

Ollie by Versteel

design | Form and function are unified in every Versteel product. Create | Individualize your specification with
a multitude of finish and material options. versteel | Get the strength and durability that will last a lifetime!

product testing standards

All Versteel products are designed to exceed all applicable ANSI/BIFMA standards for safety and performance.
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